JCR LEVIES 2020/21
St Edmund Hall Association // £8 // Not optional
Every student who matriculates at the Hall is an Aularian, a member of Aula Sancti Edmundi, the Latin name of St
Edmund Hall. The St Edmund Hall Association (SEHA) is the official body which represents all Aularians, past and
present. The SEHA aims to foster friendship and a spirit of collegiality between Aularians, create and encourage
professional and other social networks for the benefit of past and present students, maintain good and close
relations with the Hall so that support for each other’s initiatives is provided, collect and disseminate news of
Aularians and SEHA activities, and promote awareness of the Hall by communicating and supporting the Hall’s
traditions and current activities and by commemorating the achievements of the Hall and its past and present
members. Life membership of the St Edmund Hall Association is purchased at the rate of £8 per term on battels for
nine consecutive terms.
JCR Membership Fee // £10 // Optional
This helps to fund the JCR, alongside money we receive from college, which we use for events such as JCR Tea,
refreshments at JCR meetings, and funding requests from successful motions. Paying into this account gives you full
membership of the JCR, the right to speak and bring motions to meetings, and vote/stand in elections.

JCR Coffee // £5 // Not optional
This ensures that the JCR coffee machine remains free for all JCR members during term time.

Picture Fund // £1 // Optional
This goes towards the SEH art collection. Students can view this art in early Michaelmas and is open to loan.

JCR Charity Fund // £5 // Optional
At the end of every term a meeting is held where members of the JCR can bring charity motions - these are put to
JCR-wide vote and if successful, are awarded money from this fund. Any surplus is directed to a number of charities
selected by the JCR’s charity officer - these are also put to vote.

Men’s Fund // £4 // Optional
Contribution by those identifying as men towards the men’s account which is controlled by the JCR's Men’s officers
and spent on their events or subsidy programmes for all those that pay into this fund.

Women’s Fund // £4 // Optional
Contribution by those identifying as women towards the women’s account which is controlled by the JCR's Women's
officers and spent on their events or subsidy programmes for all those that pay into this fund.

Reach Oxford Scholarship Fund // £6 // Optional
Helps to maintain the SEH crisis scholarship

